
B a i l a
C o n m i g o



In Mexico, when you are born, you get a welcoming party.

In Mexico, when you graduate kindergarten you get a party.

In Mexico, when you turn 15 you get a party.

In Mexico, when you finish 6th, 9th, or 12th grade you get a party. 

In Mexico, we always find a reason to celebrate. In my collection Baila 

Conmigo (Dance with me) I explore my love and devotion for partying 

that I inherited from growing up in such a lively country.

My garments celebrate the body that carries them. The colors, shapes, and 

textures make them loud inviting everyone who is around them to

celebrate.
 
My garments are an invitation to celebrate, Bailas conmigo?





Due to the global health crisis caused 

by COVID-19 studio practices had to be 

modified. Without being able to step 

outside or work with any professional 

models and photographer.

I collaborated with Simiran Singh, 
SAIC architecture alumni, 
and José Rubio UIC engineer alumni; 

to make this photoshoot possible. ab
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Rosé, José Party
Monster

Dembow Pink LadyRumba
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Pleats going in
different direction

Every pleat is attached
to a different pannel 

Two dog cones
were sewn on top
of one another
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Slit in pants
for movement Cone

Jacket front

Pants front

Velcro
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Organdy ruffle
gathered to 
create structure

Two plastic cones
stitched to one 
another to create 
the shape

Fly zipper for opening
and closing

Straps top stitched to
cone and top to support
and balance the cone 
while walking or dancing 

Pink

Purple

Fringes

Ruffles made
with circles
attached in seams

Dress front Jacket frontUnder skirt Jacket back

Under Skirt
Made out of steel boning
hanging from ribbon in  
different sized circumference.
It is covered with padding that 
has been handstiched and 
shaped. 
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Dress front

Dress back

Neck piece opens snap

Oversized bow on the
back. It is attached to 
the neck piece and it
is removable

The straps were holding
the under gather because 
of the weight, but they
were not necessary in final
fabric

Gathered with elastic

Hand gathered 

 inch single pleats
attached to dress

Took of ruffles and 
made sleeves with
tulle embellished
with pearls
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LOOK  4



Due to the global health crisis caused by 
COVID-19 my studio practices had to be 
modified. I started look 4 by creating a 2.5 yards 
fabric manipulation and drapped it directly on 
my model’s body (Simiran Singh). 

Jacket Front
Pants Front

Croptop front
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Front dress

x 8 cups
Cake skirt 

Cake Skirt

Cups made
with vinyl
and curved 
darts to give
more volume

Steel boning
holding the 
shape

Cups attached
to the outter
edge

LOOK  5R o s é ,
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Promenade Satin box pleats 
are found throughout the Party 
Monster (look 1). The pearl edge 
finishing highlights their path 
through the garment. Every row 
changes color from magenta to 
Kelly green. 

 

Pleats



Embellishment enhances my garment by highlighting and drawing 
the viewer’s eyes to move through the garment. Look 2 is filled with 
fringes that lay vertically and dance.By hand embellishing the top with 
bugle beads I created the same lines as the fringes show throughout. 
There is a sense of repetition but a clashing in the texture of a fringe 
versus a bugle bead. 

Hand
Embellishment



Fabric
Exploration



Simiran and I worked together to produce a 
photoshoot in my apartment. We took over 
the living room and worked with materials that 
we already had such as fabric scraps, projector, 
camera, and accessories. She worked on hair, 
make-up, photography and modeling. 
Simiran also assisted with creating the 
garments with cutting fabric and pleating. 

José worked on modeling and assisted with 
photography. 

I, Valeria created the garments, modeled and 
assisted with photography. 
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